Cat trapping notification
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Dear Neighbours,

Dear Neighbours,

Cats have been entering my private property and causing a nuisance. I
have tried to keep the cats out of my property but have been
unsuccessful in my attempts.
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have tried to keep the cats out of my property but have been
unsuccessful in my attempts.

Please be advised that over the coming weeks I will be trapping any cat
found roaming on my property.
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All trapped cats will be taken to one of the following cat management
facilities (tick as appropriate):
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RSPCA, Spreyton
RSPCA, Hobart
RSPCA, Launceston
Just Cats Tasmania, Mowbray
Ten Lives Cat Centre, New Town
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If you are the owner of a cat that allows your cat to roam, please make
sure that your cat has identification, through a tag, collar or microchip, so
you can be notified should your cat be trapped.
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Information about how to contain cats to your property and requirements
under the Cat Management Act 2009, can be found on the TassieCat
website: www.tassiecat.com
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Kind Regards,

Kind Regards,

Your Neighbour

Your Neighbour

